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PowerDMS simplifies CALEA accreditation by storing, updating, collating, 
and distributing your vital CALEA documents and training content.

PowerDMS is the only software trusted by CALEA to automate accreditation and eliminate the inefficient paperwork 
that can make the process a challenge. For example, CALEA Standard 12.2.2 requires:

Standard Requirement How PowerDMS Helps Benefits to Your Agency

A means in which to 
disseminate new or revised 
written directives

Stores, updates, disseminates, 
and tracks policies

Easily compare, side-by-side, 
changes made to different 
versions of a policy

Storage of and access of 
written directives by all 
impacted personnel

Gives employees 24/7 
cloud-based access

Access critical content 
from anywhere with a 
laptop or mobile device

Proof personnel have 
acknowledged directives 
that impact their jobs

Provides dashboards that 
aid supervisors with staff 
oversight and ensure they 
acknowledge policies

Guard against litigation 
by generating reports of 
employee acknowledgement 
of important policies
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In addition to helping you meet document-related standards, PowerDMS helps your agency meet multiple training 
requirements. Samples include:

Standard Requirement How PowerDMS Helps Benefits to Your Agency

Train staff on bias-based 
profiling (1.2.9)

Administers custom 
online courses and tracks 
employee performance

Reduces overtime costs 
and promotes employee 
engagement by delivering 
training remotely, on 
their schedule

Provide annual use-of 
force training and firearms 
qualifications (1.3.11)

Automatically reminds staff of 
when they are due to qualify

Reduces potential liability by 
tracking the serial number of the 
weapon an employee used to 
qualify evidence of compliance

Provide training as a 
disciplinary action (26.1.4)

Administers tests to 
employees, ensuring retention 
of training content

Generates reports as 
proof of compliance

Trust PowerDMS to help you manage all kinds of content, including:

 Written directives  Audits  Multi-year plan

 Reviews  Recruitment plan  Contracts

 Analysis  Labor agreements  Meeting minutes

 Inspections  Agency goals and objectives  Mutual aid agreements (MOUs)

 Forms (vehicle inspection 
forms, audit forms, 
reimbursement forms, etc.)

 Checklists (operational 
readiness or investigative)

Please contact PowerDMS at (800) 749-5104 or sales@powerdms.com for more information.
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